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ABSTRACT
Embodied conversational agents may take on a diversity o f roles in learning and advisory scenarios
including virtual teachers, advisors, learning companions, and autonomous actors in educational role
play. They promote learner motivation, engagement, and self-confidence, and may help prevent and
overcome negative affective states o f learners, such as frustration and fear offailure. The chapter will
provide guidelines and approved methods fo r the development o f animated pedagogical agents including
the extraction o f multimodal tutorial strategies from human-human teaching dialogues as well as the
simulation and evaluation o f such strategies in computer-mediated learning environments.

INTRODUCTION
The objective to develop more human-centered,
personalized and atthe same time, more engaging
speech-based interactive systems immediately
leads to the metaphor of an embodied conversa
tional agent (ECA) that employs gestures, m im ics,
and speech to communicate with the human user.
During the last decade research groups as well

as a number o f commercial software developers
have started to deploy embodied conversational
characters in the user interface, especially in
those application areas where a close emulation
of multimodal human-human communication is
needed. In this chapter, the potential of embodied
conversational agents for educational software
is investigated. In addition, advisory software
is discussed, but restricted to applications which
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.mu at achieving a change in people’s behavior

on. After that, the design and implementation of

as. Ii»r example, health advisors.

pedagogical agents are addressed. In the fourth

Embodied conversational agents bear the

section, how to make use o f multimodal corpora

advantage that they enable rich multimodal in

toguide the design oftutoring agents isexplained.

teractions with learners by employing gestures,

The fifth section describes how to realize different

mimics, and speech to communicate with the

educational settings ranging from face-to-face

human user. The most obvious role of an embod

communication with a single pedagogical agent

ied conversational agent in educational software

to educational role play with several autonomous

is that of a virtual teacher. There is empirical

actors. In the sixth section, technology that is

evidence that pedagogical agents lead to an

used to enable the user to engage in multimodal

improved perception of the learning task and

dialogue with the tutoring system is reported

help to engage learners (see Mulken, André, &

on. First attempts towards the development of

Müller, 1998). They promote learner motivation,

perceptive agents which are able to perceive and

engagement, and self-confidence, and may help

interpret communicative signals from the learner,

prevent and overcome negative affective states of

for example, to mon itor h is or her level o f i merest,

learners, such as frustration and fearoffailure. An

are also reported on. The seventh section provides

interesting variant of a conversational agent in a

an overview of techniques to recognize the user’s

learn ing scenario is that o f a learn ing compan ion.

emotional state and to respond to it accordingly.

Learning companions ensure the availability o f a

How to use affective non-verbal signals, such as

collaborator and may increase the students’ en

facial expressions and mimics, to provide peda

gagement in a task (see Craig, et al., 1999). They

gogically effective and conversationally appropri

provide an interesting new training tool since it

ate responses to contributions received from the

would be impossible to create a real classroom

students, are d iscussed. Embod ied conversational

setting for individual students that fosters their

agents in learning environments need a great

learningprogressbest. Educational role-play pro

deal of social competence that manifests itself

motes learning by enabling a learner to actively

in a number o f different abilities. In the eighth

participate in a drama-based environment. It

section, various attempts to enhance pedagogical

provides the student with a safe environment for

agents by social competence including the use of

experimental learning and can make learning a

strategies of politeness and relational strategies

more engaging and enjoyable experience.

are reported on. The ninth section sketches some

This chapter will provide guidelines and ap

future research trends.

proved methods for the development of animated
pedagogical agents including the extraction o f
multimodal tutorial strategies from human-human
teaching dialogues as well as the simulation and

Roles of Embodied Conversational
Agents in Educational and Advisory
Software

evaluation o f such strategies in computer-mediated
learning environments. The second section will

There is growing number of learning environ

present prom inent ed ucat ional en v iron ments that

ments that make use o f embodied conversational

make u se of a d iversity of embod ied conversational

agents. In the fol lowing, some prom inent examples

agents including pedagogical agents, virtual help

are briefly reviewed to give the reader an idea o f

ers, and actors in educational drama. In the third

the many roles in which embodied conversational

section, empirical studies that investigate the po

agents may appear.

tential benefits of embodied conversational agents
for educational or advisory software are reported
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Face-to-Face Communication with
Pedagogical Agents and Virtual
Advisors
Anearly exam pleofeducational software em ploy

and nonverbal signals (see deR osis, Pelachaud,
Poggi, C arofiglio, & C arolis, 2003).

Educational Role Play with
Embodied Conversational Agents

ing an embodied conversational agent includes
the pedagogical agent Cosm o which inhabits

A nother line o f research is edu cation al role-play

together with the student, a botanical environ 

using em bodied conversational agents. A m ong

ment (see Lester, Towns, Callaway, V oerm an, &

other things, educational role play has been ex

FitzGerald, 2000). Cosm o advises a student on

ploited for language learning, th e acquisition o f

the task of designing plants capable o f surviv 

social skills, as well as therapeutic purposes.

ing in certain environm ents. The pedagogical

O ne o f the first applications m ak in g use of

agent Steve co-habits with the student a virtual

educational role play is C a rm e n ’s B right IDEAS

environment and instructs him or her to operate

(see M arsel la & G ratch, 2000). It relies on d ram a

technical devices w ithin this environm ent (see

based interventions in order to help m others o f

Rickel & Johnson, 1999). Steve m onitors the

young cancer patients to develop problem solv i ng

student’s actions, provides advice if necessary,

skills. A m ore recent exam ple includes FearNot!

or demonstrates actions to the student. AutoTutor
is an embodied conversational agent that teaches

which w as developed within th e V IC T E C project

the student elem entary com puter literacy (see

ing w ith em otion-driven v irtu a l characters (see

Rajan, Craig, Gholson, Person, & G raesser, 2001 ).

Figure 1). The project investigates how social

It converses with the learner via synchronizing

learning may be enhanced th rou gh interactive

synthesized speech, intonation, facial expressions,

role play w ith virtual characters that establish

and gestures. The pedagogical agent Baldi teaches

em pathetic relationships w ith the learners. It

language skills, such as speech articulation, gram 

creates interactive stories in a v irtu al school with

mar, and vocabulary. It appears as an anim ated

em bodied conversational agents in the roleofbul-

3D head and m akes use o f realistic visual speech

lies, helpers, victim s, and so forth. The children

(see Massaro, 2004). The use o f both auditory and

run through various bullying episodes, interact

visual information m akesit, in particular, suitable

with the v irtu al characters a fter each episode, and

as a teacher for children with hearing loss and

provide advice to them . The benefit o f educational

adults learning a new language.
Advisory softw are asdiscussed in this chapter

role plays in these scenarios lies in the fact that

typically includes a virtual advisor that engages

perspective o f the virtual characters, the children

in a face-to-face dialogue with a hum an user.
Bickmore and Picard (2005) developed an exercise

are supposed to learn how to cope with bullying

advisor agent that em ploys relational strategies

with 900 children from G erm any and the UK is

people use in face-to-face com m unication to

planned to investigate in how far the software

establish a long-term relationship w ith a hum an
user. A sim ilar application has been developed

helps to com bat bullying and supports effective

within the M agiC ster project with theG retaagent,

Prendinger and Ishizuka (2001) m ake use o f

wh ich prov ides advice about eating d isorders. The

educational role play to im prove the English con
versation skills o f native speakers o f Japanese. In

G reta Advisor is a ’’realistic” 3D em bodied agent
that is anim ated in real-tim e and com m unicates
inform ation through the combination o f verbal

by Paiva et al. (2004) foreducation again st bully

they prom ote reflective thinking. By taking on the

in class. For autum n 2007, a longitudinal study

conflict resolution.

a conversation training session, the user interacts
with one or several characters, for exam ple, as
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Figure
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a customer in a virtual interactive coffee shop,

but the characters make comments on the user's

by uttering one of a set o f predefined sentences

performance and give advice. A n interesting fea

displayed on a screen. The 'Tactical Language

ture of the system is the combination o f a tangible

Training System (see Johnson et al., 2004a) goes

interface with virtual helpers.

a step furtherand aims not only at helping people

The research by Cassell et al. (2000) focuses

acquire a foreign language, but alsocultural skills

on the development of virtual playmates that help

(see Figure 2). Unlike earlier language learning

children to develop literacy skillsthrough interac

systems, the student may engage in a dialogue

tive storytelling. Their system allows children to

with multiple characters employing speech as well

play with natural figurines inhabiting a physical

as gestures which are chosen from a menu and

castle in collaboration with a virtual character.

then exhibited by the player's avatar. Courses are

A later version o f the system described in Tataro

offered inthreediffereut languages: Iraqi Arabic,

and Cassell (in press) is used as an educational

Pashto, and Sahel French. "The system has been

tool for children with autism spectrum disorder.

used by thousands of U.S. military officers over

The authors hope that the system w ill contribute

a longer period of time, many of which consider

to a better understanding of autism and help the

the system better than instructor-based classes.

children to overcome social deficits associated
with autism.

Kipp, Ndiaye, and Gebhard (2006) rely on
educational role play to develop a learning sce
nario for the Autostadt Entertainment Park (see
Figure 3). Two characters observe a user while
he is moving around physical building blocks to
construct a miniaturized car. The user is not able
to engage in a conversation with the characters,
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EMPIRICAL EVALUATION OF

example, Beun and Witteman (2003) conducted

PEDAGOGICAL AGENTS

a memory test w hich supported their hy pothesis
that the presence o f embodied conversational

hi îf c lof lowi)ig,anutMkrofeinpirical studies that

agent may contribute to better recall.

hase beeis conducted to investigate the potential

Summing up, it may be said that there is

pedagogical benefits o f embodied conversational

empirical evidence that pedagogical agents lead

agents am discussed. Some general design gu ide-

to an increased sense o f ease and comfort and

lines that may be derived from such studies have

motivate a learner to engage in a learning task

also been come up with.

fora longer time. In this way, they may indirectly
also contribute to a better learning performance.

Potential Benefits o f Pedagogical

Such an effect has, however, still to be attested

A g e r»

by longitudinal studies. Studies that investigate
whether or not an embodied conversational agent

Most empirical studies emphasize the social role

directly contributes to learning after shorter in

o f pedagogical agents. Studies by Lester et al.

teractions have led to inconsistent results so far.

(f W 7 ) have shown that the pure presence o f an

A lot o f research is still required to investigate in

embodied agent can have a positive effect on the

which cases an embodied agent improves learn

students’ perception of the learning experience.

ing. In any case, creators o f agents should make

The effect was con fi rmed by Mu I ken, et al. ( 1998)

sure that the agent is more than a decorative fea

who investigate the attitude o f students’ towards

ture, but has a functional role in an educational

a virtual agent. Subjects who had seen presenta

setting. O therw ise, there is the danger that that

tions guided by a virtual agent indicated on a

agent ju st produces an additional cognitive load

questionnaire that they found the presentations

for the learnersand distracts them from the actual

themselves and the corresponding tests less d if

contents.

ficult than subjects who had seen presentations
without the virtual agent. In addition, subjects
found these presentations significantly more

Design G uidelines from Em pirical
Studies

entertaining.
Studies investigating the effect o f animated

There are a number o f factors that influence the

agents on the user’s learn ing performance did not

user’s att itude towards the agent and the effective

provide consistent results. Mu I ken, André, and

ness, such as the character’s degree o f realism ,

Mül 1er ( 1998) i nvestigated the impact o f a v irtual

its shape, its ethnicity, its gender, and so forth,

agent on understanding and recall, but did not

and it is difficult to generalize empirical results

detect any effect. S im ilar results were obtained

to other user groups and interaction scenarios.

by Kraem er (2005) who investigated whether the

Nevertheless, some general findings seem to

use o f an embodied conversational agent may

crystallize out.

improve the effectiveness o f a T V / V C R interface.

G ulzand Haake (2006) emphasize the impor

In line with Mulken et al., she did not observe a

tance o f a character’s audio-visual appearance in

positiveeffect on recall incom parison to pure text

educational settings. Subjects in their experim ent

and audio. Furthermore, the subjects did not rate

preferred stylistic agents over realistic agents.

the presentations given by the agent more help

Based on these findings, the authors recommend

ful than those conveyed by pure text and audio.

that creators o f pedagogical agents should not

Contrariwise, there are studies revealing a posi

necessarily strive for great realism. Baylo r and

tive effect, o f an embodied agent on learning. For

K im (2004) found out that more realistic agent
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images led to a greater tran sfe r o f learn ing , F u r 

iors. C o n s e q u e n tly , it co m es as n o s u rp ris e that

thermore, they observed that, agents that w e re

the use o f d a ta - d riv e n a p p ro a c h e s w h ic h a llo w

perceived as less com petent resulted into b etter

the v a lid a tio n o f design c h o ic e s e m p ir ic a lly has

self-efficacy. These studies show that a n u m b e r

b eco m e in c re a s in g ly popular. T o get in sig h t into

factors need to be con sid ered in order to fin d a

h u m an -h um an c o n v e rs a tio n , re s e a rc h e rs re ly on

good match between a c h a ra c te r’s role an d its

a large v a r ie t y o f resou rces in c lu d in g re co rd in g s

appearance. D ep end ing on w h eth er the em p h asis

o f users in ’’n a tu ra l” or staged s itu a tio n s , W iz a r d

is on motivational goals o r le a rn in g goals, a d if

o f O z stu d ie s, o r m o tio n c a p tu rin g d ata.

ferent design m ight be appropriate,

The

use o f c o rp o ra p ro v id e s a p ro m is in g

Various studies in vestig ate w h ether u sers p re

ap p ro ach to the m o d e lin g o f v ir t u a l teach ers as

fer characters that are s im ila r to th em selve s and

w ell. T h e basic idea is to re co rd h u m an teachers,

whether such characters are m ore e ffe c tiv e , for

to a n a ly z e th e ir b eh a vio rs, and to re p lic a te these

example, as v irtu a l tra in e rs o r con sultants. N a ss

b e h a v io rs u s in g an e m b o d ie d

and G ong (2000) have show n that com puter agents

agent. F o r in stan ce, the tu to ria l ta c tic s as w e ll as

representings user’s e th n ic g ro u p are p erceive d as

the c o n v e rs a tio n a l cues by A u to T u to r are based

socially more a ttractiv e and tru stw o rthy. S im ila r

on re c o rd in g s o f n a tu ra lis tic tu to ria l sessions

results were obtained by B a y lo r and K im (2004).

b etw een students and u n a c c o m p lis h e d tutors

Van Vugt, K o n ijn , H o o rn , and V e ld h u is (2 0 0 6 )

(see Pe rso n , G rae sse r, K re u z , P o m e ro y , and T h e

observed a preference o f users for non-ideal fatter

T u to rin g R e s e a rc h G ro u p , 2001). Jo h n s o n et al.

characters as e-health ad visors. E s p e c ia lly , users

(2004b) vid e o tap e d in teractio n s b etw een learners

sim ilar in body shape trusted these agents m o re

and an e x p e rth u m a n tutor w h ile the lea rn ers w ere

than slim characters.

w o rk in g w ith a W eb-based le a rn in g en v iro n m e n t

c o n v e rs a tio n a l

Studies conducted b y N ass and co-w orkers

for fa c to ry m o d e lin g and s im u la tio n to extract

reveal the im p o rtan ce o f con sistencies in an

politeness tactics. B ased on an a n a ly s is o f these

agent ’s m u It i m o dal behav ior. L e e a nd ’N a ss (2003)

tutorial sessions, Jo h n so n et al. id en tified eight

observed that a user’s fe e lin g o f social p resence

categ ories o f tu to ria l a d v ic e , such as d ire c t co m 

is positively affected i f the p erso n a lity that an

m ands o r socratic h i nts, d ep en d in g on the degree o f

utterance co n veys is reflected b y the em p lo yed

politeness b e in g expressed. F o r in stan ce, in direct

synthetic vo ice as w ell. N a s s and G o n g (2 0 0 0 )

suggestions, such as “ T h e y are a s k in g you to go

claim that m a x im iz in g the q u a lity o f each m o d a l

back and m ayb e change it” w e re perceived as more

ity does n o tn ecessarily im prove hum an-com puter

polite than d ire c t co m m an d s, such as “ C lic k the

interaction. E v e n though recorded h u m an vo ices

E N T E R button.” T h e eight categ ories have been

are more natural than the output o fa text-to-speech

used as the basis for the im p lem en tatio n o f polite

synthesizer, an in te rface m ay becom e m ore a p 

ness b eh avio rs in a tutoring s yste m . A n evaluation

p ealing w h en a syn th etic face is acco m p anied by

o f the system revealed that the incorporation o f

a synthetic voice.

politeness behaviors may h a v e a p o sitive effect
on learn in g (see the eighth section).

Extraction of Multimodal Tutorial
Strategies Using a Corpus-Based
Approach

V a rio u s annotation schem es have been de
signed to extract relevant in fo rm a tio n fo r m u l
tim odal behaviors, such as fa c ia l expressions,
gestures, postures, and gaze, fro m corpo ra. In

A num ber o f approaches to m odeling the be

addition, there has been in c re a s in g interest in the

h a vio rs o f em bodied conversational agents are

design o f an notation schem es to cap tu re em otional

based on a d ire ct sim ulation o f hum an behav

behaviors in hum an-hum an con versatio n . Rec-
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oiiHiKiidaiions for the definition of multimodal

that promotes learning. Recordings of tutorial

coding schemes have been set up within the Eu

sessions labeled with the emotional states of the

ropean ISLE project (see Dybkjær and Bernsen,

learners and the teacher enable correlations be

2004). Progress in the field has been boosted by

tween a student’s emotional state and a teacher’s

the availability of new tools that facilitate the

subsequent action to be identified. Furthermore,

acquisition and annotation of corpora.

they may help to find out which emotional state

l or the analysis of educational dialogue, the
discount markup scheme has been proven useful

teachers deliberately convey to positively influ
ence the student’s learning process.

(sec Pilkington, 1999). Discount describes the

How can corpus data be used to control the

structure o f educational dialogs both in terms o f

behavior of an agent? Basically, a direct and an

exchanges between the single parties (e.g., initi

indirect use of corpus data can be distinguished

ate, respond, reinitiate) and in terms of rhetorical

between. In the first case, animations are gen

predicates (e.g., consequence, condition, contrast).

erated that directly correspond to behaviors

Among other things, the discount scheme has

found in the data. In the second case, abstract

been employed to extract politeness tactics in

regularities that govern the generation process

tutorial sessions.
A variety of coding schemes that capture rel

are derived from the corpus. An example of the
direct use of corpus data is the work by Stone et

evant features of multimodal dialogue has been

al. (2004). They generate multimodal behaviors

designed. Schemes foran notating gestures usually

by recombining the speech and motion samples

follow McNeill’s (1992) classification of gestures.

from recorded data. The technique produces

He defined several communicative gesture types:

more naturalistic behaviors than techniques that

iconic (refers to some physical/spatial/temporal

synthesize behaviors from scratch. However, to

properties of the speech referents), metaphoric

allow for variations in the performance of an

(refers to abstract property o f the speech referents),

agent, data have to be collected for different kinds

deictic (indicates a concrete or abstract point in

of situation, personality, emotion, and so forth.

the world), beat (fol lows the rhythmic structure of

These problems may be compared to problems

the speech), and emblem (has a conventionalized

occurring when using a unit selection approach

meaning). Rehm and André (in press) investi

to synthesize speech. An example of the indirect

gated which kinds of gestures people choose

use of corpus data is the work by Foster and

to accompany their speech in face threatening

Oberländer (2006) who conducted experiments

situations. Theircoding scheme consists ofthree

with a majority-choice and a weighted-choice

main layers: the transliteration, that is, the words

model for the generation of facial displays. In

spoken, the hand gestures of the speaker visible

the first case, the facial display that occurs the

in the video, and the politeness tactics employed

largest number of times in the corpus is chosen

by the speaker.

for the agent. In the latter case, a random choice

Within the HumaineNetwork on Emotion Re
search, an annotation scheme has been developed

to the relative frequency of facial displays in the

which focuses on emotion-specific behaviors in

corpus. An empirical study revealed thathum ans

speech, head and torso movements, facial expres

seem to have a preference for the second option

is made where the choice is weighted according

sions, gaze, and hand gestures. Such a scheme

since it reproduces the variations in the corpus

may be useful to extract emotional responses by
teachers as well as by students in a tutorial ses

in a better way.

sion. Expert teachers try to recognize a student’s

conversational behavior is a valuable source

emotional state and to respond to it in a way

of information for the design of pedagogical
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agents—especially in cases where knowledge on

and task s, and th at th e clips m u st allow for suf

specific teaching guidelines is missing. Despite

ficient variations in ord er to avoid characters that

new annotation tools, the collection and annotation

behave in a m onotonous and to o predictable way.

of corpora is still cumbersome and tim e-consum 

Creating clips m anually is, how ever, not feasible

ing. In practice, it is often not possible to rely on

for m any applications since it w ould require to

existing corpora since they have been recorded

anticipate the needs o f all potential learners and

in a specific context which might m ism atch the

preparing p resentations for th em .

context in which a learning application has even
tually been used. A great challenge for the future

To autom atically d e te rm in e th e behavior of
pedagogical agents, p lan n in g approaches have

is, therefore, the automated adaptation o f context

been proven useful. A nd ré, R ist, van Mulken,

specific behavior patterns to a new situation.

Kiesen, and B aldes (2000) define m ultim odal
com m unication tactics as operators o f a plan

Realization of Tutorial Tactics in
Pedagogical Agents

ning system . A sim ilar approach has been used
by Rickel and Johnson (1999) to control the
behavior o f th e pedagogical agent, Steve. Their

Embodied conversational agents may take on

plan operators include not only speech acts, but

a diversity of roles in learning scenarios. They

also references to task s to be carried out in the

may serve as teachers, as mentors, as learning

physical world.

companions, or as actors in educational role

M ost tu to rin g system s that use embodied

plays. Depending on the agents’ roles in a learn

conversational agents rely on settings in which

ing scenario, different conversational tem plates

the agent addresses the user directly as if it were

and styles are required. In this chapter, various

a face-to-face conversation betw een hum an be

mechanisms to code tutorial strategies so that
they can be used to d rive the behav ior o f anim ated
agents are discussed.
A straightforward approach to present teach ing
content to the student is to rely on pre-authored

ings. For exam ple, an agent may serve as the
user’s personal consultantortutor. However, other
situations exist in which the em ulation o f direct
agent-to-user com m unication is not necessarily
the m ost effective way to present information.

presentation clips. For instance, Lesteret al. (2000)

Empirical ev idence suggests that, at least in some

combined a coherence-based behavior sequenc
ing engine to control the behavior of Herm an the

situations, indirect interaction can have a positive
effect on the user’s perform ance. For example,

Bug, the pedagogical agent o f Design a Plant.

Craig et al. (1999) found that, in tutor ing sessions,

This engine dynam ically selects and assem bles
behaviors from a behavior space consisting o f

users who overheard dialogues betw een virtual

anim ated segments and audio clips. The m aterial
has been manually designed by am ultidisciplinary
team o f graphic artists, anim ators, musicians, and

tutors and tutees, subsequently asked significantly
more questions and also m em orized the informa
tion significantly better.
With regard to presentation design, a team

voice specialists. On the one hand, this allows the

of presenters enriches the repertoire o f possible

authoring o f high quality presentations as the hu

comm unication strategies. For exam ple, they

m an author has much control over the material to
be presented. On the other hand, enorm ous effort
by the human author is required to produce the

allow the conveyance of certain relationships
among information units in a m ore canonical
way. Among other things, th is benefits decision
support systems where the learner has to be
informed about different points of view, pairs of

basic repertoire o f a course. A particu lar problem
w ith m anually authored clips is that the author
has to anticipate scripts for all possible situations
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argum ents and counterarguments, or alternative

guided by an agent’s emotional state. Examples

conclusions and suggestions. For solving such

o f educational role play applications that integrate

presentation tasks, it seems natural to structure

artificial intelligence planning with an affective

presentations according to argumentative and

appraisal system include C arm en’s Bright Idea’s

rhetorical strategies common in real dialogues

(see M arsella & G ratch, 2000) and FearNot! (see

with two or more conversational partners. For

Aylett, Dias, & Paiva, 2006).

instance, a debate between two characters repre
senting contrary opinions is an effective means o f
in forming an audience o f the pros and cons o f an
issue. 1n educational role play, characters may take
on different roles, for example, that of a custom er
and a seller in a language learning scenario (see

COMMUNICATIVE SKILLS OF
EMBODIED CONVERSATIONAL
AGENTS IN LEARNING
ENVIRONMENTS

Prendinger & Ishizuka, 2001).
When realizing learning scenarios with m ul

Teaching requires versatile com m unicative com

tiple characters, the question arises o f w hether

petence. For instance, a teacher needs to explain

to follow a plot-centered approach where a cen

concepts, ask questions, dem onstrate methods,

tralized component assigns actions of the single

correct m istakes, encourage students, challenge

characters or whether to realize the agents as

them , and so forth.

autonomous actors. A plot-centered approach

In most cases, dialogue systems employed for

seems useful for educational presentations that

educational purposes are confined to the analysis

are not interrupted continuously by interaction

o f written text input and make use o f shallow

o f the user. It may be realized by a centralized

parsing. An exam ple o f a virtual tutor that al

plannerwhichdecom posesacom plexpresentation

lows for relatively unconstrained typed natural

goal into elem entary dialogue and presentation

language input from the user includes AutoTutor

acts that are allocated to the individual agents. In

(see Graesser, Person, Harter, & The Tutoring

educational role play, agents are usually realized

Research Group, 2001). A fter posing a question,

as autonom ous agents. I n th is case, each agent has

AutoTutor initiates a dialogue of 10 to 30 turns

individual g o a lsth a tittrie s to achieve. Actions to

with the student, whereby the learner types in

be executed by the agents are no longerdetermined

his responses. T he user is less constrained when

by a centralized planning com ponent, but instead

providing input than in most tutoring systems.

planned on the fly by each agent individually.

Nevertheless, the authors o f the system decided

Planning approaches also bear the benefit that

notto analyze the input in depth. Instead the qual

they may be combined with an affective appraisal

ity o f the student’s answers is assessed by relying

system. First, emotions can arise in response to

on a knowledge-based statistical pattern m atcher

a deliberative planning process (when relevant

that com pares the stu den t’s actual responses

risks are noticed, progress assessed, and success

with good and bad answ ers stored in a library

detected). Forexample, several approaches derive

along with the questions the tutor may ask. The

an em otion’s intensity from the im portance o f

authors argue that the analysis o f detailed student

a goal and its probability o f achievem ent (see

responses provides more reliable inform ation on

Marsella & Gratch, 2000). Second, em otions can

the students’ depth o f knowledge.

influence decision-making by allocating cognitive

Despite attem pts to equip synthetic tutors

resources to specific goals or threats. Plan-based

with manifold com m unication skills and m ul

approaches support the im plementation o f deci

tiple communication channels, most approaches

sion and action selection m echanism s that are

are still characterized by a strong asym m etry in
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communication channels. AutoTutor coordinates
speech with facial expressions and body gestures

Enhancing Pedagogical Agents by
Emotional Behaviors

and is able to display typed text, but the student is
confined to typed input. In the Tactical Language

There is still an ongoing debate w hether it is

system by Johnson et al. (2004a), students may

necessary to equip com puters with emotional

communicate via speech using a m icrophone and

sensitivity. W hen im plem enting pedagogical

augmenttheirspeech with gestures they consider

agents, the representation o f affective state to

as culturally appropriate. However, the gestures

gether with a sim ulation o f em otion triggering

to go along with the speech have to be selected

seems, however, indispensable. Forexam ple, Aist,

with a mouse wheel instead o f being directly

Kort, Reilly, Mostow, and Picard (2002) showed

performed by the learner.

that hum an-provided em otional scaffolding to an

First approaches are being made to analyze

autom ated tutoring system resulted in increased

non-verbal communicative cues from the user

student persistence, that is, students were w illing

with the aim to improve the robustness o f m ul

to spend more tim e on a task, which should lead

timodal analysis, to recognize the user’s level o f

to improved learning.

attention, and to regulate the flow of the interac

The availabil ity of robust m ethods for emotion

tion. For example, the kiosk Mack agent uses

recognition is an im portant step in the develop

gaze as a deictic device as well as a feedback

ment o f pedagogical agents th at are sensitive to

and turn-taking mechanism (see N akano, Re

a learner’s emotional state. Recent research has

instem, Stocky, & Cassell, 2003). Based on an

concentrated on a large variety o f verbal and

analysis o f hum an-human conversation, Sidner,

non-verbal comm unicative cues that m ay provide

Lee, Kidd, Lesh, and Rich (2005) implemented a

information on a learner’s affect state. Cues that

conversational robot that is able to track the face

have been investigated include postures and

of the conversational partner and adjusts its gaze
towards him or her. Empirical studies by Sidner

facial expressions (see K apoor & Picard, 2005),
acoustic and prosodic features o f speech (see

et al. and Nakano et al. indicate that gaze is an

Ai et al., 2006), as well as physiological signals

excellent predictor of conversational attention in

(see Bosm a & André, 2004). O thers focused on

multiparty conversations. W hile the listener em 
ploys gaze to indicate that s/he is paying attention

features o f the interaction history. D’Mello and

to the speaker, the speaker monitors the listener’s

history to obtain information about the student’s

gaze to find out w hether s/he is still interested in

affective state in AutoTutor. M cQuiggan and

continuing the conversation. Robust technology

Lester (2006) make use o f a combination of log

to track the user’s non-verbal cues offers great

files o f the interaction history and bio sensors to

promise to educational learning environm ents

assess the learner’s confidence to perform well

since they provide additional information on the

in a learning situation. Ai et al. (2006) consider

user’s level of attention and motivational state. In

features extracted from the dialogue between

intelligent learning environments, eye tracking

the tutor and the student, such as the prosody of

technology is usually used to assess a learner’s

speech, as well as features relating to user and

attentional state (see Qu & Johnson, 2005) or a
learner’s meta-cognitive skills, such as the abi lity

system performance, to improve the emotion rec
ognition process in the ITSpoke tutoring system.
Conati (2002) presents a probabilistic framework

to learn from free exploration and the ability to
self-explain instructional material (see Merten
& Conati, 2006).

Graesser (2005) m ine log files o f the interaction

to derive a learner’s motivational state both from
their bodily reactions, for exam ple, biometric
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signals, as well as the state o f the interaction, for

Swartout, 2002). M any o f these applications

example, successful completion of a task.

are based on the observation that it is easier to

The question arises o f how a teacher should

empathize with how another person m ight feel if

respond to a learner’s emotional state. As a first

one has experienced a sim ilar situation even if it

promising step towards the development of a

isju st a simulation.

pedagogical agent with emotional sensitivity,

As discussed, there is a strong asym m etry in

Kort, Reilly, and Picard (2001) present a model o f

communication channels which also affects an

a learner’s cognitive-emotive state that explicitly

agent’s emotional sensitiv ity. Whi le the behaviors

relates learning phases with emotional states. The

o f some agents are highly expressive, they do not

aim o f their research is to build a computerized

have sophisticated perceptive skills to perceive

learning companion that makes use o f a variety

the user’s emotional state. In many cases, the

o f sensors to track the learner’s cognitive-emo

agents’ emotive state ju st depends on the user’s

tive state during learning and intervenes if

performance during a learning task, but not on

necessary.

his or her actual em otional state. For example,

O ther researchers focus on the question o f

it may happen that an agent expresses empathy

which emotions a virtual tutor should express.

because the student continuously fails to provide

Obviously, virtual tutors should not always reveal

a correct answer even though the student does not

their real emotions. Instead they should follow a

care about his or h er learning progress.

communication-driven approach to the expression
of emotions. That is, emotions are intentionally
expressed with the goal to increase the learning

Enhancing Pedagogical Agents by
Social Competence

effect. An early example o f an affective pedagogi
cal agent is the Cosmo System (see Lester et al.,

There is no doubt that the social and psychologi

2000) where the agent’s pedagogical goals drive

cal skills o f a hum an teacher have an im portant

the selection and sequencing o f emotive behav

impact on learning. It seems therefore inevitable

iors. For instance, a congratulatory act triggers

to equip embodied conversational agents with

a motivational goal to express admiration that is

such skills as well.

conveyed with applause. To convey appropriate

Johnson et al. (2004b) investigated the potential

emotive behaviors, agents such as Cosmo need to

benefits o f politeness in a tutoring system. W hen

appraise events not only from their own perspec

humans interact with each other, they risk continu

tive, but also from the perspective o f others.

ously threatening the face o f their conversational

The combination of educational role play and

partners, for example, by showing disapproval or

affective computing has also led to promising

by putting the other person under pressure. To

results in therapeutic applications or training ap-

avoid this, humans usually rely on various face

plicationsteachingsocial skills. Examples include

threat mitigation strategies. Strategies identified

FearNot! (see Paiva et al., 2004), an interactive

by Brown and Levinson (1987) include negative

system for education against bullying, Carm en’s

politeness (e.g., showing approval for the ad

Bright IDEAS (see M arsella & Gratch, 2000),

dressee), positive politeness(e.g., emphasizing the

a dram a-based learning environm ent aim ing

addressee’s freedom), and off-record statem ents

at helping mothers of young cancer patients to

(e.g., vague indications that an action is needed).

develop problem solving skills, or the Mission

For instance, instead o f formulating a direct re

Rehearsal Exercise (M RE) which focuses on the

quest “Solve the eq uat ion,” a teacher m ight rely on

creation ofem otionallychargedtrainingscenarios

a mixture of positive and negative politeness and

(see Rickel, Marcella, Gratch, Hill, Traum, &

say “ Why don’t we solve the equation together.”
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Examining the interactions between a real tutor

familiarity, and affect. In order to interleave the

and his students, Johnson et al. came up with a set

realization o f task-based and social goals, they

oftemplates each o f wh ich is annotated accord ing

developed a computational m odel o f m ixed task

to the amount of redress that tactic gives to the

and social dialogue by adapting an activation

learner’s face. The templates have been em ployed

network-based approach to discourse planning.

in a tutorial tactic planner that selects different

The objective o f the system is to find conversa

tutorial strategies automatically depending on

tional moves that pursue task goals as efficiently

the type of expected face threat. Wang, Johnson,

as possible, but at the same tim e m inim ize the

Mayer, Rizzo, and Shaw (2005) investigated the

expected face threat to the user and m axim ize

politeness effect in this system by confronting

trust (as a function of solidarity, fam iliarity, and

subjects with polite tutorial feedback that mitigates

affect). Depending on the expected face threat

face threats and direct feedback that ignored face

and the state o f the relational model, the agent

threats. The polite version yielded better learning

decides whether or not to engage in small talk

performances and the effect was even amplified for

and what kind o f small talk to choose. The work

students who expressed a preference for indirect

is grounded in a theory o f social talk and, in

feedback. Experiments by Prendinger, Mayer,

addition, informed by a num ber o f pilot experi

Mori, and 1shizuka (2003) revealed that a polite

ments. Unlike most existing work, Bickmore and

and empathetic computer agent can contribute to

Cassell focus on the establishm ent o f long-term

a more positive perception of the interaction. For

relationships between a user and a virtual agent.

example, people feel less stressed if a computer

A long-term study com paring a social agent

agent apologizes for delays.

with a pure task-oriented agent revealed that the

While most work concentrates on verbal

social agent led to a more positive user attitude

aspects of politeness behavior, Rehm and André

towards the agent and also increased the user’s

(in press) conducted a corpus study with human

wish to continue working with the agent after the

speakers to shed light on the question of how face

termination o f the study.

threats are mitigated by non-verbal means. Their

Again st th is backgrou nd, it seem s worthwh i le

study revealed that gestures are used to strengthen

to equip a pedagogical agent with social skills.

the effect of verbal actsofpoliteness. In particular,

Overall, empirical evidence indicates that agents

vagueness as a means o f politeness is not only

with social skills improve the users’ perception

reflectedby verbal utterances, but also by gestures.

of the interaction experience compared to agents

Iconic and deictic gestures were predominantly
used in more direct criticism whilemetaphoric ges

not having such skills. Nevertheless, a lot more
studies are necessary to define concrete guidelines

tures frequently occurred in off-record strategies.

for an agent’s social behavior. One difficulty lies

The results of the corpus analysis were employed

in the fact that the acceptance o f a social agent

to inform the gesture selection mechanism of an

depends, to a large extent, on the user’s person

embodied conversational agent.
Bickmore and Cassell (2001) investigated the

ality. For instance, Bickmore and Cassell (2005)
observed that social talk may help to bui Id up trust

use o f small talk in a health advice system. As

between a user and a virtual real estate agent. A

a mentor, their agent should demonstrate com
petence, but at the same time build up a social

positive effect could, however, not be observed

relationship with the learner. Dynamically chang
ing socio-emotional relationships between a hu

across all user groups (introverts vs. extroverts)
and interaction styles (face-to-face vs. phone
conversations). For instance, introverts perceived

man and an agent are represented by a relational

the agent as significantly more trustw orthy in a

model that includes three dimensions: solidarity,

pure task-based face-to-face conversation than
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in conversations over the phone or conversations

realities allow learners to perform real-world

including social talk while extroverts trusted the

tasks in space which may not only contribute to

agent the least in this condition.

a better understanding of spatial concepts, but
also increase their engagement. Learners and
agents do no longer inhabit separated spaces,

FUTURE DIRECTIONS

but share a physical reality. To assist the user in
such environments, the agent needs not only be

A lot of challenges remain to be solved in order

aware of the user’s virtual world, but also of his

to create really interactive virtual humans for

or her physical surroundings. As a consequence,

learning and advisory software that are able to

such interfaces put high demands to the agent’s

engage learners over a longer period of time. In

perceptive skills.

the following, some future research trends are
sketched.

Novel Interfaces with Pedagogical
Agents

Long-Term Interaction with
Pedagogical Agents
Most pedagogical agents have on ly been designed
for short-term interactions with a user. In the

Despite significant progress in the area of mul

best case, the agents adapt their behavior to the

timodal dialogue, interaction with pedagogical

user’s current knowledge and the dialogue state.

agents is still strongly limited. On the one hand,

However, the systems do not emulate the social

agents need to be equipped with more sophisti

dynamics oflong-term relationships between user

cated perceptive skills. On the other hand, tuto

and agent. A great challenge for the future is the

rial tactics should exploit the full bandwidth of

design of virtual teachers and advisors that are

multimodality. This also includes the conduction

able to create affective bonds with a user over a

of empirical studies that investigate the effect

longer period o f time. A first approach has been

of an agent’s gestures and mimics on the user’s

presented by Bickmore and Cassell (2005) who

perception of the learning task and his or her

maintain an explicit representation of the dy

performance.
A promising direction is the development o f

namically changing social relationships between
user and agent over a series of conversations. A

educational software that goes beyond interac

great challenge is the avoidance of repetitions in

tions via keyboard and mouse and includes the

interaction in order to ensure that the users are

use of tangible objects learners may explore and

still interested in conversing with agents after a

manipulate. In the second section, first examples

longer period o f time. Characters that accompany

of interfaces that made use o f pedagogical agents

a user over a longer period of time should be

in combination with a tangible interface were
presented. The benefit of tangibles interfaces lies

able to remember earlier conversations. Within
the FearNot! System (see the second section), a

in the fact that they engage learners physically in
a task. One could even go a step further and have
the agents leave the desktop to enter the learner’s

knowledge which contains the agents’ individual

physical world. First attempts are being made to

history and is constructed dynamically during

populate real environments with embodied con

their lifetime. The autobiographical knowledge

first attempt has been made by Ho and Watson
(2006) to equip characters with autobiographic

versational agents resulting in so-called mixed

influences the characters’ behaviors in subsequent

realities that integrate agents as digital overlays
(see Dorfmüller-Ulhaas & André, 2006). Mixed

episodes resulting into a higher believability of
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to tell children about past experiences which may
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